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 I’ve often been asked the question, “how much do you yield per plant?” I always 
have to answer that aside from the genetic potential of each strain, it depends on how 
big I grow the plants. As cannabis growers know, cannabis plants are considered short-
day flowering plants, because they will only flower when they receive 12 hours of light 
or less per day. This means that you can elongate the length of the vegetative period 
(prior to flowering) indefinitely, by providing more than 12 hours of light — most 
commonly 18 hours of light and 6 hours of darkness. Doing so will allow you to grow 
cannabis plants as big as you prefer. Growers tend to develop a preference for small, 
medium, or large plants, depending on their overall strategy for production, if they’re 
growing indoors or outdoors, and whether or not local laws restrict their plant count. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to each size of plants, and several different 
training techniques can be used. When growers root clones and then immediately place 
them under 12 hours of light to keep them as small as possible, they are using the ‘sea 
of green’ technique. Vegging plants for an extended period and weaving them through a 
horizontal trellis is known as the ‘screen of green’ technique, which can be used to 
grow medium to very large plants. Plants can also be topped to make them bushier, or 
left un-topped to produce a dominant cola, and vegetated for a couple of weeks to a 
few months, to develop medium to monster-sized plants.  
 The biggest advantage of the sea of green technique is a fast turnaround time for 
each crop. Forgoing the vegetative stage means as rapid of a production cycle as 
possible. This could help increase yearly yields, and reduce the time that pests and 
pathogens have to multiply on a crop, should they find their way into your garden. 
Individual plants are also easy to harvest and move if necessary, with each plant 
typically only requiring one stake to support its single dominant shoot. The need for 
stakes can be eliminated at the expense of a loss of mobility, by allowing the plants to 
grow through a horizontal trellis for support. Another plus of sea of green is that with 
proper pruning and adequate spacing, bud quality can be quite uniform throughout the 
crop. Lower axillary shoots should be removed, leaving the shoots’ subtending fan leaves 
to produce photosynthate for the main cola. Proper spacing (in this case close spacing) 
will have the physiological effect of discouraging branching, and encouraging competition 
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amongst individual plants, thereby promoting dominance of the main colas. But be sure 
not to cramp plants too much, which will increase the risk of powdery mildew.     
 The biggest disadvantage to the sea of green style is the large number of plants 
needed to populate your flowering space. For example, with just a couple of weeks of 
vegetation, 4 plants will completely fill in a 4’ x 4’ space; that same space would 
require about 16 plants in a sea of green scenario. This four-fold difference in plant 
count may be legally restrictive, and will also require at least 4 times more propagation 
of clones. Extra propagation requires more space for mother plants, more space for 
clones to root, and more labor. For most growers, this means less area will be available 
for flowering, which you should factor in when estimating potential yearly yields.  

Photo: 4 medium-size ‘Kush’ plants in a 4.5’ x 4.5’ homemade growth chamber.  

 Screen of green (SCROG) is a popular technique for home growers with relatively 
small gardens, and can also be used in commercial production. But it doesn’t work with 
all varieties of cannabis. Plants that are too woody will not bend easily enough to 
weave them through the horizontal trellis, and will quickly grow up through it despite 
your best efforts. Afghani plants and autoflowering plants with too-compact growth habits 
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are also incompatible with SCROG. Vigorously growing hybrids are best suited for this 
technique, especially those that are naturally branchy and lanky. Secure your trellis about 
6 inches or so above newly planted clones, and then top the clones to help them branch 
out. As the axillary shoots elongate, tuck their tips under the nearest lines of trellis 
netting, spreading them in a radial fashion outwardly from the plants. Continue this 
training until the trellis is well-occupied by branches. Bear in mind that the plants will 
continue to vegetate and will even accelerate their rate of vegetative growth through the 
transition phase, which occurs during the first two weeks of the 12/12 light cycle. When 
this training is done correctly, many colas will erupt out of the trellis as flowering 
continues, creating short, wide plants. This is very advantageous where height is limiting, 
such as in closet grows and other stealthy growth chambers. It also allows you to grow 
relatively large plants that are quite short, which can help when you’re legally restricted 
to a limited number of plants. Having to weave the plants through the trellis is the 
biggest downside of SCROG, as it is fairly labor-intensive. The effort needed shouldn’t 
be prohibitive to most home growers, but in commercial production the extra labor cost 
should be considered.  
 Growing massive, ‘monster’ plants is common in outdoor and greenhouse 
cultivation, and some indoor growers also fancy the method. Plants grow rapidly in 
natural sunlight. Sunlight also penetrates large canopies more efficiently than artificial 
lighting, due to its intensity and the movement of the sun across the sky. This promotes 
branching, thereby stimulating plants to form a large, spherical shape. If you’re planting 
outdoors where you can’t control the light cycle, early spring planting will provide 
enough time for plants to naturally become monstrous. Box-shaped trellising can help 
accommodate such plants, preventing wind damage and the need for excessive, laborious 
staking/ tying of branches. West Coast outdoor growers in North America prefer to grow 
large plants, which can each yield 5 pounds or more (of dried cannabis). Indoor growers 
in British Columbia also prefer to grow large plants. They often use 50 gallon trash 
cans for pots, and space the pots about 3 to 5 feet apart in a honey-comb-like layout, 
with vertically oriented, reflector-less HID lights hanging between plants. They commonly 
support these plants with a single, large central stake, with strings arranged in the shape 
of a tee pee tied to branches.  
 A balance between the advantages and disadvantages of the aforementioned 
techniques can be struck by growing medium sized plants, using trellises for support. It’s 
helpful to use at least two layers of horizontal trellising, spaced about 1.5 to 2 feet 
apart. Some side branches won’t reach the upper trellis, but the lower trellis will keep 
them upright as they gain weight. Following rooting and transplanting, veg your plants 
for 1.5 to 3 weeks, depending on the growth rate of your strains, and the desired final 
plant size. Such plants will need approximately four square feet of space. Because plant 
growth is exponential over time, a little patience in the vegetative stage goes a long way 
in reducing the needed number of clones for a full canopy, thereby reducing the amount 
of space you’ll need to dedicate to mother plants and to rooting clones, and will also 
cut down on cloning labor. And although the crop will face a little more time at risk of 
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pest and disease infestations, organic pesticides can be sprayed preventatively in the 
vegetative stage, without compromising flower quality or consumer safety.  
 Understanding the ups and downs of growing different sizes and styles of 
cannabis plants will help you determine the best fit for your needs. When deciding on a  
cultivation strategy, weigh in the type of growing environment, the number of crop 
cycles per year, allocation of your garden space, pest and disease risks, plant count 
legality, and labor costs. 

Smoking Now Legal, But Nothing to Burn  
by Joe Bender, Cannabis Crop Solutions, LLC 

  
 Following the recent legalization of  smoking medical cannabis in Florida 
on March 18th, 2019, dispensaries have scrambled to meet the enormous 
demand for cannabis flowers (buds). Unfortunately, they’re struggling to keep 
up. As I write this, every major dispensary in Orlando is either out of  cannabis 
flower, has one or two products available, or has implemented restrictions on 
how much and when patients can buy cannabis flower, due to their limited 
supply. Flower is one of  the most affordable cannabis product at dispensaries 
due to its lack of  processing costs, other than the cost of  trimming the bud 
leaves, a process that isn’t required to the same exacting degree for 
concentrates and manufactured products such as shatter and capsules. Even 
with the extra cost of  precision trimming, flower is often less expensive per 
milligram of  THC or CBD than concentrates, tinctures, capsules, and edibles. 
The price, combined with the less questionable nature of  cannabis flower — i.e. 
no risk of  potential residual solvents as in some concentrates, no questionable 
ingredients like MCT oil in vape cartridges, etc — and the superb flavor and 
scent of  real, high-quality buds, make flower the first choice for many patients. 
Additionally, many excellently designed vaporizers are available that make 
vaporizing flower a breeze. So, smoking isn’t necessary to get the full benefits of  
the ‘entourage effect’ of  the many cannabinoids, terpenes, and flavonoids found 
in cannabis flowers. As you can see, there are many reasons to choose flower for 
medicating. Hopefully, Florida’s dispensaries will soon catch up to the demand 
for funky buds.  
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